


• How well staff have embedded skills into learning experiences 
across subjects.

• How well developed are links between subject schemes of work 
in developing progression in learners’ skills, particularly with 
reference to the national Literacy and Numeracy Framework.

• How well literacy skills gained in English or Welsh first 
language are reinforced and developed further in other 
subjects.

• How well numeracy skills gained in mathematics lessons are 
reinforced, enhanced and developed further in other 
subjects.

• How well staff have planned together so that all practitioners , 
including learning support assistants, can contribute to the 
development of pupils’ literacy and numeracy skills.

• How well staff exploit opportunities to develop literacy and 
numeracy skills.



What we have done so far……

1. Updated the correction code for Blackwood to include both a literacy correction 
code and a numeracy correction code to stress the importance of working out 
when completing numeracy work – particularly for basic number operations.

2. KS3 pupils were given an assembly last year where the importance of reflection 
was stressed and the correction code reiterated.  The correction code and 
Blackwood quality assurance / marking sheet was also shared with parents on 
the school website.

3. Heads of department monitored work on a weekly basis at the start of the year 
in particular to ensure that what we had agreed upon was being followed.

Most  pupils are using the correction code and are aware of it.  MAT pupils and 
conscientious average ability pupils understand the correction code and in the vast 
majority of subjects are completing corrections (particularly in spelling).  SEN pupils 
need more time and checking that they are completing corrections.



An example of literacy 
being addressed in 
French.



James, our year 8 SEN pupil being 
reminded of  capital letters and full 
stops.



Correcting the 
subject – verb 
agreement

______ has a difficulty with capital letters but he is not correcting or checking for capital 
letters at the moment.



Welsh department using a SPAG ladder.  In 
this example the pupil has a good level 
accuracy in their work.



History department trying to encourage proof 
reading in year 7 with a MAT pupil.



Reading skills across the curriculum. – locating information in a range of 
different ways across  lots of subjects.

Venn diagram for capturing 
information in RE -year 9

True or false statements from non 
continuous texts in Geography

Research task in Welsh



Research task in Art and Design

Scanning skills

More specific learning objectives using the LNF 
in Welsh



Reading for comprehension 

Use of jigsaw activity to find and 
help understand reading material 
in RE regarding belief.

Mind map in RE to help pupils 
understand key phrases and words 



True / false / prove it statements in History for understanding of the reading material 
and sources.



Reading to summarise and sequence

Example of a teacher 
using a synthesis and 
sequence type exercise 
similar to the questions 
in the National Reading 
Tests.

summarise the information in 66 words or less – Science 



Reading to analyse – reasoning 
rectangles and text marking – RE and 

History.



Text marking in RE for the 
analysis of how the young 
man was discriminated 
against.  Fictional text used.



Writing – range of extended writing 
has improved.

An expository essay in RE



Science report completed by a Year 7 pupil



1st and  2nd draft of a letter in Science - Year 8



Letter in Science - year 9



Second draft of a 
letter in Geography.



Diary entry about the 1st World War in 
History –year 9.



Extended writing for a year 7 
pupil in Technology – an 
evaluation.



Extended writing in Year 
7 for RE.



Using connectives to structure arguments in RE – they are explicitly taught 
these in RE and writing is modelled by the teacher



A conclusion 
from an 
expository 
essay in 
History from a 
Year 7 pupil.



Extended writing in Welsh and 
2nd draft.



Connectives being 
highlighted in RE.

Accuracy in language is expected 
more.  Lots of evidence of key words 
being explicitly taught across the 
curriculum too.



A VCOP map being used in Modern Foreign 
Languages.



Specific language rules / grammar rules 
being taught in MFL.



Sentence structure being 
explicitly taught in RE.



Reminders in MFL regarding connectives, 
openers and punctuation – VCOP.



Sentence openers



Sentence pyramid in RE 
to help pupils structure 
their responses.



A structure to help a pupil 
organise their written 
work.



Extended writing being planned for in Geography.



Planning for a 
discursive essay in 
History.



VCOP being used in RE.



PAL being used 
in RE to improve 
the process of 
writing.



Evidence of Oracy is increasing across the 
curriculum.



Oracy ladder of 
skills in RE for 
presentations.



SEN year 8 
discussion 
about Henry 
VIII



Diamond nine discussion 
in RE



Debate in Welsh



Numeracy – across the curriculum teachers are reminding pupils that they 
need to show their workings out.

Science



Geography



Specific advice being given about 
units in Physics.



Teacher in Science praising the 
pupil because they had shown 
their workings out.



Workings out 
being shown 
in Year 8 
Science.



Measuring skills in a practical way in technology





Temperature measurements

Science



Temperature 
measurements in 
Geography



Using knowledge of 
shapes in a practical 
way in technology.



Evidence of some problem solving across the curriculum.



Technology



But displaying data has become a 
real strength!

Welsh



Science



RE



Science



French



Science 



Geography


